
 

Are people more willing to empathize with
animals or with other humans?
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Stories about animals such as Harambe the gorilla and Cecil the lion
often sweep the media as they pull at people's heartstrings. But are
people more likely to feel empathy for animals than humans?

A new Penn State study led by Daryl Cameron, associate professor of
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psychology and senior research associate at Rock Ethics Institute, found
that the answer is complicated. The findings could have implications for
how messaging to the public about issues like new environmental
policies is framed, among others.

The researchers found that when people were asked to choose between
empathizing with a human stranger or an animal—in this study, a koala
bear—the participants were more likely to choose empathizing with a
fellow human.

However, in a second pair of studies, the researchers had participants
take part in two separate tasks: one in which they could choose whether
or not they wanted to empathize with a person, and one in which they
could choose whether or not they wanted to empathize with an animal.
This time, people were more likely to choose empathy when faced with
an animal than when faced with a person.

Cameron said the findings—recently published in a special issue on
empathy in the Journal of Social Psychology—suggest that when people
are deciding whether to engage in empathy, context matters.

"It's possible that if people are seeing humans and animals in
competition, it might lead to them preferring to empathize with other
humans," Cameron said. "But if you don't see that competition, and the
situation is just deciding whether to empathize with an animal one day
and a human the other, it seems that people don't want to engage in
human empathy but they're a little bit more interested in animals."

According to the researchers, empathy is the process of thinking about
another living thing's suffering and experiences as if they were their
own. For example, not just having compassion for someone who is sad
after an argument with a friend, but actually imagining and sharing in
what that person is feeling.
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While there are plenty of examples of people feeling empathy and
compassion for animals, Cameron said there is also a theory that it may
be more difficult for people to feel true empathy for animals since their
minds are different than those of humans.

In the first study, the researchers recruited 193 people to participate in
an experiment in which they were asked to make a series of choices
between empathizing with a human or an animal. If they chose a human,
they were shown a photo of a college-aged adult and asked to mentally
share their experience. If they chose an animal, they were shown a photo
of a koala and asked to do the same. The experiment was based on a
novel empathy selection task developed in Cameron's Empathy and
Moral Psychology Lab.

Cameron said that when participants had to choose between empathizing
with a person or an animal in the first study, it's possible the participants
thought it might be easier to empathize with another human.

"Participants indicated that empathizing with animals felt more
challenging, and that belief of empathy being more difficult drove them
to choose animal empathy less," Cameron said. "It's possible that people
felt empathizing with a mind that's unlike our own was more challenging
than imagining the experience of another human."

In the second pair of studies, the researchers recruited an additional 192
and 197 participants, respectively, who completed a pair of choice tasks.

In the first task, the participants were given the choice between
empathizing with a person or not engaging in empathy and simply
describing the person. Then, in a separate task, the participants were
given the same choice but with an animal.

"Once humans and animals were no longer in competition, the story
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changed," Cameron said. "When people had the chance to either
empathize with or remain detached from a human stranger, people
avoided empathy, which replicates the previous studies we've done. For
animals, though, they didn't show that avoidance pattern. And actually,
when we decoupled humans from animals, people actually were more
likely to choose to empathize with an animal than a human."

While further studies will need to be done to see if these findings extend
to other animals, Cameron said the results could have interesting
implications. For example, if it's true that people empathize less with
animals if animal interests are pitted against human interests, that could
affect how people feel about environmental policies.

"If people perceive choices about empathy in a way that makes it seem
like we need to choose between humans or animals with no
compromise—for example, choosing between using a parcel of land or
conserving it for animals—they may be more likely to side with
humans," Cameron said. "But there may be ways in which those
conversations could be tweaked to shape how people are thinking about
managing their empathy."

  More information: C. Daryl Cameron et al, Empathic choices for
animals versus humans: the role of choice context and perceived cost, 
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